Holy Shit: Or... Pat Robertson Is The Anti-Christ

Read the critically acclaimed non-fiction comic!Troy Brownfield of NEWSARAMA raved
about: ...its for books like this one that I love doing this column... a damn fine example of what
independent comic really means. The fact that its entertaining, informative and occasionally
gut-bustingly funny is all icing... Shay Totten in the Vermont Guardian, said:Using
rough-edged, often comical, ink drawings, Luoma guides readers from Jesusâ€™ original
teachings to the rise of an institutional church and eventually to the fundamentalist movement,
which has become the dominant sect in the United States and influences both culture and
politics. Rather than page after page of scholarly dissertation, readers find ink-drawn images
of Christ and Pat Robertson, alongside biblical quotations and those from Robertson. This
contrasting approach underscores Luomaâ€™s core argument that what Robertson says is
based on Christâ€™s teachings is not quite accurate. It also makes for a compelling read. For
those who believe Christianity is more than the 700 Club and calls for the assassination of
world leaders, Luomaâ€™s work will tickle the mind, and the funny bone.Steven Grant
weighed in on _Holy Shit:_ in his CBR column Permanent Damage: ...a surprisingly respectful
(to Christ, anyway) dissertation on how Christianity got twisted throughout history from the
original teachings to the inane blather of televangelists like Robertson. It briskly covers a
range of topics like unpleasant discoveries in Biblical scholarship, the latter day misguided
origins of Christian fundamentalism, religious right wing misinterpretation of the Constitution
and its historical basis, and suggestions for finding paths back to the real Jesus. And he backs
up his argument; its not simply a screed. The arts iffy at best but the books pretty
impressive.And now available for Kindle!
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Buy HOLY SHIT: Or Pat Robertson Is The Anti Christ by Mike Luoma ( Paperback) online at
Lulu. Visit the Lulu Marketplace for product details.
Holy Shit: Or Pat Robertson Is The Anti-Christ - A reissue of Mike Luoma's first comic! A
critically acclaimed look at how Christianity has gone. PART THREE: HOLY SHIT! OR PAT
ROBERTSON IS THE ANTI-CHRIST As an extra added bonus, this Second Edition of
NEO-GNOSIS comes with it's own. science fiction novel Vatican Assassin and the writer and
artist behind the graphic novel Holy Shit: Or Pat Robertson Is The Anti-Christ now brings
you a .
Pat Robertson (King of Stupid Statements) claims to have a direct link with God .. the New
Age the official state religion, along with the usual mark of the beast stuff, Who is, according
to Pat Robertson, the Antichrist? .. The learning curve, it seems, is sloping upward for once);
Jump up ^ Oh, the irony. Pat Robertson's former producer Terry Heaton talks The Club,
Trump, In his new book The Gospel of the Self: How Jesus Joined the GOP, . We'll go
through some stuff â€” but I hope on the other side, it'll be better than it is today. [ The
anarchic nature of the web] is a perfect vessel for the holy spirit. Collection by Holy Heretic.
Thomas Jefferson: The clergy do in fact constitute the real anti-Christ. .. Pat Robertson is
going straight to hell. but the last one is an African stink bug (very dangerous) & the other is a
dung beetle (full of crap). Pat Robertson, the network's year-old founder, was not Oh I guess
they should go back to attacking muslims, then you would feel better . Read her comments and
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see if she is following Jesus's example. . an article about Pat Robertson once again babbling
out stuff that Pat Robertson disagrees with. Conservative Christian evangelical broadcaster Pat
Robertson on of Israel and link to prophecies foretelling the second coming of Christ.
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Finally i give this Holy Shit: Or... Pat Robertson Is The Anti-Christ file. so much thank you to
Brayden Yenter that give me thisthe file download of Holy Shit: Or... Pat Robertson Is The
Anti-Christ for free. I know many person find a book, so we would like to giftaway to every
readers of our site. If you like original version of this pdf, you should buy a original version at
book store, but if you want a preview, this is a site you find. Happy download Holy Shit: Or...
Pat Robertson Is The Anti-Christ for free!
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